
PUNDU THE HYENA AND KALULU THE HARE 

 

Long time ago there was a Pundu and Kalulu who were friends. These animals agreed to kill 

their parents because they had a problem of providing them with food. Hyena wanted to eat 

all the food alone. He did not know how his parents were getting the food as he was lazy. 

Shortly hyena the Pundu killed his parents while Kalulu hid his in a cave .As time was 

passing, hyena recognized that hare was growing plumper and plumper. 

When hyena realized that hare’s parents were still alive, he went to the cave and killed them. 

When Kalulu went to the cave he found out that his parents were dead. 

He buried his parents and planted a tree along the river bank. Then the tree grew fast and 

started bearing fruits. 

Hare fed on the fruits. Things did not go well for hyena. He became so thin while hare was 

healthy.  Hyena decided to see what his friend was feeding on. He finally discovered that he 

planed a tree that grew fast where he had buried his parents. The tree could not allow 

anyone to climb it except hare himself. Pundu did not believe this. While Kalulu was away he 

climbed the tree. 

Hare knew what hyena did to his parents. So he started singing and the tree fell. When the 

tree fell down hyena died. 

Editors Notes: 

-What right did the two were intending to break by killing their parents? 

 -Who was clever in the story and why? 

-Its not good to treat your parents bad. 

-Bad company corrupts good manners. Hyena was greedy and he later he killed his parents 

-Social justice was done when truth killed hyena. 



-Its not good to enter into bad alliance that may harm others rights 

-Don’t agree to a promise you can’t keep  


